Your Pressing Needs
Disc Waiver
It is our procedure that every client supply their disc content in final
physical working form on approved masters (i.e) CD(R), DVD(R), BDR or DLT Tape, properly
formatted, as this ensures exacting replicated units. Doing so provides you with our guarantee
that the quality and performance of the supplied master will result in exact copies as supplied without
changes or alterations of any kind.
This form is for use in instances when client wishes us to alter the contents or download
a disc image to satisfy mastering requirments outside of our standard procedures or the disc
content exceeds Red Book Sandard maximum length of 74 Minutes 44 seconds.
This form acknowledges the customer has requested one of the following to occur:
- Supplying the master via FTP/Upload/ (As an ISO , DDP or Raw Files for Master creation)
- Changes or modifications to their production master (you wish us to fix something as specified
in the notes section below.)
- A supplied master that exceeds the maximum Red Book Standard length.
The undersigned consents to waiving the standard procedure of 'check disc' approval to verify the data has
been downloaded correctly or alterations are verified to avoid any issues. In this case, the client acknowledges
their acceptance that a check disc will NOT be sent and hereby accepts full responsibility for
the final product and waives any warranty right or claim to rejected manufactured discs
products, and/or refuse to pay for the manufactured disc products in full, due to the disc
failing to perform because of any problem whatsoever relating to the content, alteration, or
faults on the pre-mastered disc which is to be used as the master.
Print Name: ______________________________
Order Number: __________________________
Signed: _____________________________

Date:_____of _______20__.
NOTES :
Please sign and Fax this form to 1-800-511-8171
Thank you from all of us at Pressing-Media

